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Chapter 1IntrodutionMobile omputers, suh as notebook omputers and personal digital assistants (PDAs), are faing arapid growth, being nowadays everywhere. Owners of these devies also have desktop mahines bakat the oe and want to be onneted to their home base even when away. Sine having a wiredonnetion is impossible in many senarios, there is a lot of interest in wireless networks.Wireless networks have many uses, like the portable oe or for resue operations at disaster siteswhere the ommuniations infrastruture has been destroyed. People on the road want to use theirportable eletroni devies to send and reeive telephone alls, faxes, and eletroni mail, read remoteles, login on remote mahines, and do this from anywhere on land, sea, or air. Furthermore, wirelessnetworks are of great value to eets of truks, taxis, busses, and vehiles in general. Eventually, allwireless and xed-line networks will merge with the Internet.There are three basi methods to reate a wireless network: infrared, radio or laser. Infrared isused for loal wire replaements over small distanes (mouse to PC). Laser tehnology oers muhgreater apability for distane and speed. In networking, lasers typially bridge two network segmentsbetween two separate buildings. Radio solutions are dierent for LAN and WAN uses. WANs usesatellite and mirowave portions of the radio frequeny spetrum. LANs use radios that operate in thefree ISM frequeny [1℄. Wireless networks based on the radio interfae dened by the IEEE 802.11 [2℄standard whih is the radio tehnology this thesis is based on.The hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 1.1 explains the IEEE 802.11 standard. Setion 1.2desribes the onnetion problem observed into rural areas, and Setion 1.3 explains the objetives ofthis master thesis.1.1 Overview of the IEEE 802.11 StandardThe IEEE 802.11 standard is a tehnology whose purpose is to provide wireless aess to loal areanetworks (WLANs). Stations using this tehnology aess the wireless medium using either the PointCoordination Funtion (PCF) or the Distributed Coordination Funtion (DCF). The Point Coordina-tion Funtion is a entralized aess mode optionally used when a point oordinator (PC) is available.When relying on the PCF, ontention-free period (CFP) and ontention period (CP) alternate overtime. The Distributed Coordination Funtion uses a listen-before-talk sheme named arrier sensemultiple aess (CSMA) with ollision avoidane (CA). The CSMA/CA tehnology distributes themedium aess task among all stations, making every station responsible for assuring the delivery ofMAC servie data units and reating to ollisions. The ollision avoidane sheme is used to reduethe probability of ollisions between dierent stations.11
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.1.1 Network ArhitetureThere are three possible network ongurations available within the IEEE 802.11 framework, and theyare IBSS, BSS and ESS. An IBSS (Independent Basi Server Set), also known as ad ho network, is a network establishedfrom a mesh of mobile stations without any sort of infrastruture. BSS (Basi Server Set)-based networks, also known as infrastruture networks, are formed aroundan aess point that typially has a wired onnetion with a external network infrastruture. Eahmobile node ommuniates diretly with the aess point. ESS (Extended Servie Set) networks are haraterized by the existene of multiple aess pointswhose overage area partially overlaps.1.1.2 Physial LevelThe bandwidths dened by the standard urrently range from 1 to 54 Mbps, but other standardsbeing developed in the 802.11 family shall oer greater bandwidth. The IEEE 802.11 standard denesthree physial layers. Two of them were designed for operation at the ISM (Industry, Sienti andMedial) frequeny band (2.4 GHz); these are Frequeny-hopping (FH) and Diret-sequeny (DS)spread-spetrum frequeny tehniques. A physial layer using infrared light (IR) was also dened.The 802.11a tehnology is a physial layer annex to IEEE 802.11 for operating on the 5 GHz radiofrequeny. It supports several dierent data rates from 6 to 54 Mbit/s. IEEE 802.11a tehnology allows ahieving good results supporting multimedia appliations inenvironments with several users. The only drawbak is that more aess points are required toover a similar area than with IEEE 802.11b or IEEE 802.11g. IEEE 802.11b speiation enhanes the IEEE 802.11's physial layer to ahieve higher datarates on the 2.4 GHz band, ombining the DSSS (Diret Sequene Spread Spetrum) tehniquebased with Complementary Code Key (CCK) with QPSK (Quadrature Phase Shift Keying)modulation, whih is the key for ahieving data rates of 5.5 and 11 Mbit/s. IEEE 802.11g is the most reent speiation available for IEEE 802.11 physial layer. The mainadvantage of 802.11g is that it maintains ompatibility with more than 11 million Wi-Fi produts(IEEE 802.11b) already sold. IEEE 802.11n is the 802.11 standard for wireless loal-area network. The real data rate through-put is estimated that reah a theoretial 540 Mbit/s. IEEE 802.11n builds upon the previous802.11 standard by adding MIMO (multiple-input multiple-output) and orthogonal frequeny-division multiplexing (OFDM).1.1.3 SummaryThe main purpose of wireless networks is support omputational and ommuniation servies whilemoving. The advantages of wireless networks are ease and low ost of installation. In environmentswhen deploying a wired network is diult, i.e. at home, in remote areas, or where the ost is highompared to benets, wireless networks are a validate alternative. Therefore, this tehnology is analternative to deploy rural networks. 12
1.2. RURAL NETWORKS1.2 Rural NetworksBesides universal onnetivity, the Internet oers a global platform for aessing a wide range ofteleommuniation servies suh as e-mail, e-ommere, tele-eduation, tele-health, and tele-mediineat a low ost. However, outside the main urban areas, there are still important handiaps that makeInternet onnetivity a omplex and ostly task. Over 40% of the world's population lives in rural andremote areas of developing ountries and have poor or no aess to basi teleommuniations servies[3℄. In rural areas and small towns the Internet Servie Providers (ISPs) do not assume the high-ostof tehnologies designed for the urban market. Moreover, low population density and high deploymentosts disourage ISP investments sine the estimated return on investment (ROI) is unattrative.This problem is emphasized by the study of Bright [4℄, who shows the Digital Divide between urbanareas and rural areas. Others works [5, 6, 7℄ also fous on this problem, emphasizing on how seriousand diult to handle it is.The solution to this problem might to have these harateristis: (a) implementation should bepossible at a low ost in areas where population density is low, (b) the system an be easily installed,even in remote and inaessible loations, () system operation and maintenane may be arried outeven when qualied tehnial personnel is sare, (d) implementation should be possible even whenbasi infrastruture, suh as eletriity, running water, paved road networks, et., is absent; and (e)long life yles.Reently, the development of wireless loal area network tehnologies has made it possible toonsider non-traditional approahes to deploy an infrastruture in rural and developing areas. Suhsolutions were not possible some years ago sine the deployment ost was too high. The newly availabletehnologies are muh heaper to use, making the infrastruture required to onnet a village to a bigity aordable at a low-ost [8, 6, 9℄.1.3 ObjetivesThe objetive of this master thesis is to design an arhiteture to deploy a mesh network to onnetdistant areas and reate a test-bed to develop and validate the routing protools used in the arhitetureproposed.The main ontributions of this thesis are summarized below:Generate a tool to provide aess ontrol to a wireless network. We develop a tool toprovide aess ontrol using an alternative to the standard wireless network enryption like WEP orWPA. The system should allow any publi user to register, ontrolling eah user's privileges. We reatea new user ontrol system based on a speially-designed web portal. These speial type of portals areknown as aptive portals. A aptive portal is a web-based solution that allows a lient to subsribewith the system and, in this way, onnet to the dierent servies the system oers.Design and test an arhiteture to onnet rural areas with a low ost. We design anarhiteture based on wireless networks whih extends the apabilities of hotspots to provide wirelessonnetivity at distant areas and at a low ost. The system ombines the promising paradigm ofWireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) [10℄ with the aptive portal tehnology, and it is based on the useof ommerial o-the-shelf wireless devies.Generate a test-bed to validate the proposed arhiteture. All routing protools used in themesh network need to be tested. We develop a test-bed where we an validate these protools for meshnetworking in real devies. We test the behaviour of these routing protools with dierent kinds oftra (suh as UDP or TCP), and in dierent senarios (like a video-onferene).13
CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION1.4 Struture of the ThesisThe rest of this master thesis is organized in 4 hapters with the struture presented next:Chapter 2 overviews the related work onerning MANETs and mesh networks, explaining thebehaviour of the dierent routing protools involved in suh kind of networks.Chapter 3 desribes the appliation developed to provide aess ontrol to the network, alledToTo, and the proposed arhiteture to deploy a mesh network in rural areas, alled RuralNet.Chapter 4 presents and evaluates our proposed test-bed designed to validate the arhiteture andthe routing protools of the mesh network used. This test-bed is alled Castadiva.Finally, Chapter 5 draws the main onlusions inferred from this master thesis, as well as futureresearh lines related to the present work.
14
Chapter 2Related WorkAs mentioned in the introdution, several rural areas exist where it is impossible or is too expensiveto deploy a entralized ommuniations infrastruture. The absene of a entralized infrastrutureprovides reliability in Mobile ad ho networks (MANET [11℄), eases their deployment and guaranteesthe interonnetion of wireless devies in hostile environments. However, these advantages ome ata ost as the routing protool proedures must be inorporated into all the mobile nodes. Althoughthere is a signiant number of proposed ad ho routing protools, they basially dier in the methodsto disover the routes between two distant nodes and how the breaks of the established routes aredeteted. Developing and testing suh routing protools is mandatory for their suess in any meshnetwork. To do this test, researhers have two options: simulator and emulators.The rest of this hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 2.1 denes MANETs and mesh networks.Setion 2.2 desribes the dierent routing protools to deploy these networks. Setion 2.3 explain therouting protool hosen by us to generate a mesh network and Setion 2.5 desribes the dierenesbetween simulators and emulators, as well as the advantages of using the latter to design MANETsand mesh networks.2.1 MANETs and Wireless Mesh NetworksMANETs beame a popular subjet for researh as laptops and 802.11/Wi-Fi wireless networkingbeame widespread.MANETs onsist of devies that are autonomously self-organizing in networks. In ad ho networksthe devies themselves onform the network, and this allows seamless ommuniation, at a low ost,in a self-organized fashion and with easy deployment. Users have the opportunity to reate their ownnetworks, whih an be deployed easily and heaply. However, a prie for all those features is paid interms of omplex tehnologial solutions, whih are needed at all layers and also aross several layers.A mesh network [10℄ is a way to route data, voie and instrutions between nodes. Mesh networksdier from other networks in that the omponent parts an all onnet to eah other via multiplehops, and they generally are not mobile. It employs one of two onnetion arrangements: full meshtopology or partial mesh topology. In the full mesh topology, eah node (workstation or other devie) isonneted diretly to eah of the other nodes. In the partial mesh topology, some nodes are onnetedto all the others, while others are onneted only to other nodes with whih they exhange most ofthe data. Mesh networks are usually used to extend the overage of aess points, and an be seen asa type of ad ho network. MANET and mesh networks are, therefore, losely related, but mobile adho networks also have to deal with the problems introdued by the mobility of the nodes.Both MANETs and mesh networks require eient routing protools to generate orretly. Arouting protool is a protool that speies how routers ommuniate with eah other to disseminateinformation, allowing them to selet routes between any two nodes on a network. Many of the aademi15
CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORKpapers dealing with ad ho and mesh networks [12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19℄ evaluate protools assumingvarying degrees of mobility within a bounded spae, usually with all nodes within a few hops of eahother, and usually with nodes sending data at a onstant rate. Dierent protools are then evaluatedbased on the paket drop rate, the overhead introdued by the routing protool, and other measures.Setion 2.2 provides a short introdution to routing protools, explaining the dierent strategies usedto generate a MANET and a mesh network.The importane of MANET and mesh is shown in the wide appliation area where they are involved.Speial situations need ommuniation networks without any short of infrastruture, like emergenymissions, military operations or meeting rooms. These senarios require the quik deployment allowedby MANETs. The researh spent in this new tehnology is growing every year and it is important tohave some tools that allow researhers to evaluate their proposals before investing huge amounts ofmoney on it.2.2 Routing ProtoolsA routing protool is required when a paket must go through several hops to reah its destination. Itis responsible for nding a route for the paket and making sure it is forwarded through the appropriatepath.2.2.1 Basi Routing TehniquesIndependently of how a routing protool is lassied aording to those riteria, the routing tehniquesused an be divided into three families: distane vetor, link state and soure routing. We now detailthe basi priniples of eah of these tehniques.Distane Vetor This tehnique maintains a table for the ommuniation taking plae and employsdiusion (not ooding) for information exhange between neighbours. All the nodes must alulatethe shortest path towards the destination using the routing information of their neighbours.Link State The protools based on this tehnique maintain a routing table with the full topology.The topology is built by nding the shortest path in terms of link ost, ost that is periodiallyexhanged among all the nodes through a ooding tehnique. Eah node updates its routing table byusing information gathered about link osts. This tehnique is prone to ause loops on networks witha fast hanging topology.Soure Routing Tehnique where all the data pakets have the routing information on theirheaders. The route deision is made on the soure node. This tehnique avoids loops entirely, thoughthe protool overhead is quite signiant. This tehnique an be ineient for fast moving topologiesdue to route invalidation along the path of a paket.2.2.2 Classiation of Routing ProtoolsRouting protools based on algorithms suh as distane vetor (e.g. RIP [20℄) or link-state (e.g. OSPF[21℄) were available before solutions were sought in the eld of wireless ad ho networks. These routingprotools generate periodi ontrol messages, a proedure that is not adequate for a large networkwith long routes sine it would result in a large number of ontrol messages. Also, all the onventionalrouting protools assume bidiretional routes with a similar quality, something that is not alwaystrue on some kinds of networks (e.g. wireless ad ho networks). Routing protools an be lassiedaording to three dierent riteria: Centralized or distributed: all the deisions take plae at a entral node. However, with adistributed routing protool, all the nodes share the routing deisions.16
2.2. ROUTING PROTOCOLS Adaptive or stati: an adaptive routing protool an hange its behaviour aording to thenetwork state, whih an be the ongestion on a ertain onnetion or other possible fators,ontrarily to a stati one. Reative, proative or hybrid: a reative routing protool must at to nd routes when neessary,while a proative routing protool nds routes before these are required. Reative routing pro-tools are also known as on-demand routing protools. Sine these are exeuted on-demand, theontrol pakets' overhead is onsiderably redued. Proative methods maintain routing tables,being these periodially updated. Conerning hybrid methods, they use a ombination of bothreative and proative tehniques to ahieve a more balaned solution.2.2.3 Routing in Ad ho NetworksAn ideal routing protool for ad ho networks must have ertain properties that make it dierentfrom the rest. It must be distributed to inrease reliability: when all the nodes are mobile, it makesno sense to have a entralized routing protool. Eah node must have enough apabilities to takerouting-related deisions with the aid of the rest of the nodes.Also, a routing protool should assume that the links deteted are unidiretional onnetions.On a wireless hannel an unidiretional onnetion may be formed due to physial fators, so thatbidiretional ommuniation may result impossible. It is also important that an ad ho routing protooltakes into aount issues suh as power onsumption and seurity. Obviously, mobile nodes dependon batteries. This means that a protool that minimizes the total power onsumption of networknodes would be ideal. Conerning seurity, you must take into aount that the wireless medium isvery vulnerable. At the physial level, DoS attaks an be avoided by using frequeny hopping orode-based Spread Spetrum tehniques. At the routing level, though, both the authentiation ofneighbours and the enryption of data are required.Conerning the routing protools used on these networks they should be, aording to the lassi-ation of setion 2.2.2, both distributed and adaptive.Relatively to the third ategory (reative/proative/hybrid), there is no onsensus over whih isthe most adequate strategy. Below we present the dierent proposals that are urrently available foreah of these protool families, and we also inlude other non-ataloged proposals.Proative Routing Protools The onept of proative routing means that all the nodes (routers)periodially interhange routing information (or upon deteting topology hanges) with the aim ofmaintaining a onsistent, updated and omplete view of the network. This avoids delays assoiatedwith nding routes on-demand. Proative tehniques typially use algorithms suh as distane vetoror link-state. Both tehniques require routers to periodially broadast information and, based onthat information, to alulate the shortest path towards the rest of the nodes. The main advantageof proative routing shemes is that there is no initial delay when a route is required. On the otherhand, these are usually related to a greater overhead and a larger onvergene time than for reativerouting tehniques, espeially when mobility is high.Examples of routing protools using distane vetor tehniques are the Destination-Sequened Dis-tane Vetor (DSDV) [22℄ and the Wireless Routing Protool (WRP) [23℄. Examples of link-statebased protools are the Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) [21℄, the Optimized Link State Routing(OLSR) [13℄, the Topology Broadast Reverse Path Forwarding (TBRPF) [24℄, the Soure Tree Adap-tive Routing (STAR) [25℄, the Global State Routing (GSR) [26℄, the Fisheye State Routing (FSR) [27℄and the Landmark Routing Protool (LANMAR) [28℄.Reative Routing Protools Reative routing does not depend, in general, of periodi exhangeof routing information or route alulation. Therefore, when a route is required, the node must starta route disovery proess. This means that it must disseminate the route request throughout thenetwork and wait for an answer before it an proeed to send pakets to the destination. The route is17
CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORKmaintained until the destination is unreahable or until the route is no longer neessary. On the otherhand, the route disovery proess auses a signiant start-up delay and auses a onsiderable wasteof resoures. If the network is wide enough, the overhead will be similar or superior to that ahievedwith proative routing protools.The most ommon routing algorithms found among reative routing protools are distane vetorand soure routing. Example of reative routing protools are the Ad-ho On-demand Distane Vetor(AODV) [29℄, the Dynami Soure Routing (DSR) [30℄, the Assoiativity Based Routing (ABR) [31℄,the Signal Stability based Adaptive routing (SSA) [32℄, the Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm(TORA) [33℄, the Relative Distane Miro-disovery Ad-ho Routing (RDMAR) [34℄ and the DynamiOn-demand MANET routing protool (DYMO) [14℄.Other Strategies There are other strategies proposed for the design of routing protools. Thereare, for instane, hybrid solutions suh as the Zone Routing Protool (ZRP) [35℄, there are someprotools based on lustering and hierarhial arhitetures, suh as the Clusterhead Gateway SwithRouting (CGSR) [36℄, the Distributed Mobility-Adaptive Clustering (DMAC) [37℄ and the Cluster-based Energy Saving Algorithm (CERA) [38℄. The LAR protool [39℄ tries to avoid this problem byusing GPS information so that only those nodes on a ertain geographi area between soure anddestination must retransmit route requests.Next we desribe the OLSR protool sine we deided to use it in our Castadiva arhiteture (seeChapter 4).2.3 The Optimized Link-State Routing Protool (OLSR)The Optimized Link State Routing protool [40℄ is a proative routing protool speially designedfor mobile ad ho networks (MANETs). It is based on the denition and use of dediated nodes, alledmultipoint relays (MPRs). MPRs are seleted nodes whih are responsible for forwarding broadastpakets during the ooding proess. This tehnique allows to redue the paket overhead ompared toa pure ooding mehanism where every node retransmits the paket when it reeives the rst opy of it.Contrarily to the lassi link-state algorithm, partial link-state information is distributed throughoutthe network.Basi Priniples The OLSR protool inherits its stability from link-state algorithms. Due to itsproative nature, it oers the advantage that available routes an be used immediately.Pure link-state algorithms delare and propagate the list of neighbours for eah node throughout thenetwork. OLSR tries to improve this solution by using dierent tehniques. To start with, it reduesthe size of ontrol pakets sine it does not delare all of its neighbours, but only a subset of thesereferred as Multipoint Relay Seletors. A node's Multipoint Relay is in harge of retransmitting itsbroadast messages. The use of MPRs serves the purpose of minimizing the amount of retransmissionsupon a ooding or broadast event.Besides periodi ontrol messages, the protool does not generate additional ontrol tra in re-sponse to failures or assoiation with new nodes. The protool maintains routes towards all networksdestinations, being useful in those situations where a great number of MANET nodes is ommuniat-ing, espeially when soure/destination pairs are hanging frequently. This protool is more adequatefor large and dense networks, where the optimizations ahieved by introduing Multipoint Relays oerimportant benets.The protool is designed to operate in a distributed fashion, so it does not depend on a entralentity. Moreover, it does not require reliable transmission of its ontrol messages: eah node sendsperiodi ontrol messages, being tolerant to sporadi losses of ontrol pakets. Paket reordering, afrequent phenomena in ad ho networks, will not ause OLSR to misbehave sine eah message arriesa dierent sequene number. 18
2.3. THE OPTIMIZED LINK-STATE ROUTING PROTOCOL (OLSR)The OLSR protool uses per-node paket forwarding, whih means that eah node uses its mostreent information to route a paket. The ability to follow a node an be adjusted by setting theinterval between onseutive ontrol messages.Multipoint Relays The Multipoint Relay onept onsists in trying to minimize the ooding ausedby broadast tra by eliminating dupliated transmission on a same region. Eah network node seletsa subset of those nodes in its viinity to retransmit its pakets. Nodes belonging to this subset are anode's Multipoint Relays (MPRs). The neighbours not part of the MPR subset of a ertain node Nwill still reeive pakets from it, but will not re-transmit them again. That way, eah node maintainsa table with the nodes whih have seleted it as their MPR.Eah node selets its own set of MPRs among their neighbours with a riteria that onsists ofassuring that all those nodes two hops away from it an be reahed with a minimal number of MPRs.Figure 2.1 illustrates this onept.
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the multipoint relay onept for node NOLSR trusts on the MPR node seletion to alulate routes towards all the destinations havingthese as intermediate stations. This solution requires eah node to periodially broadast the list ofneighbor nodes hosen as its MPRs. When reeiving this information, eah neighbor node updates theroutes towards all known stations.Neighbor Detetion Eah node must detet those neighbours nodes towards whih bidiretionalommuniation exists. To ahieve this purpose a node periodially broadasts HELLO messages on-taining information about its neighbours and the state of the hannel towards them. These messagesare reeived by all neighbours nodes but not retransmitted.For adequate operation eah node will then maintain a table with a list of all the nodes it ansee either diretly or indiretly. Links to one hop neighbours are tagged as either unidiretional,bidiretional or MPR. Eah table entry has a both a sequene number and a timeout value assoiated,so that old entries an be removed.Multipoint Relay Seletion Eah network node independently hooses its MPR set. To maintaina list of the two-hop neighbours requires analyzing HELLO messages and ltering all the unidiretionallinks. The MPR set is only altered when a hange is deteted in terms of one-hop or two-hop neighbours(bidiretional onnetions only).MPR Information Broadasting Eah node must broadast topology ontrol messages (TC) inorder to all nodes maintain their database updated. These messages are broadasted throughout the19
CHAPTER 2. RELATED WORKnetwork using a tehnique similar to the one used for traditional link-state routing protools, with theonly dierene that it employs MPRs to improve salability.A TC message is sent periodially to eah network node to delare its MPR seletor set. Thismeans that the message must ontain a list with those diret neighbours that have seleted it as theirMPR. This list always has a sequene number assoiated.The list of addresses on eah TC message an be partial, but it must be omplete before eahrefresh period ends. These messages will allow eah node to maintain its own table with the networktopology. If a node has not been seleted as any other node's MPR it does not send TC messages,thereby saving power and bandwidth.The interval between the transmission of two TC messages depends on whether there have beenhanges on a node's MPR seletor set. If so, the next TC message an be transmitted before the timesheduled, though respeting the minimum inter-message time.Calulation of the Routing Table Eah node maintains a routing table with information on howto aess other network terminals. When nodes reeive a TC message they store sets of two addressesindiating the last hop before reahing a ertain destination node, as well as the destination nodeitself. By ombining the information in these address pairs the node is able to nd what is the nexthop towards a ertain destination node. Minimum distane riteria should be followed to restrit thesearh options.Routing table entries are omposed of destination, next hop and estimated distane to destination.On this table we only register those entries for whih the route towards destination is known. Thismeans that the routing table must be onstantly updated aording to the topology hanges deteted.In a real implementation the OLSR daemon must update the kernel's forwarding table aordingto the routing table it maintains, so that pakets are sent through valid routes.2.4 Captive PortalsCaptive portals are gaining inreasing use on freely aessible wireless networks like mesh networks,instead of RADIUS servers or other authentiation tehniques. Captive portals are often employed atWi-Fi hotspots, and they an be used to ontrol wired aess (e.g. apartment houses, hotel rooms,business enters) as well.The aptive portal tehnique fores an HTTP lient on a network to see a speial web page (usuallyfor authentiation purposes) before surng the Internet. A aptive portal turns a Web browser into aseure authentiation devie, whih is done by interepting all pakets, regardless of address or port,until the user opens a browser and tries to aess the Internet. At that time the browser is rediretedto a web page whih may require authentiation and/or payment, or simply display an aeptable usepoliy and require the user to agree.In setion 3.1 we explain ToTo, our aptive portal proposal. ToTo allows any user to onnetto a network using devies suh as PDAs, mobile phones or laptops. It also provides aess ontrol toeah user.ToTo is not the only aptive portal solution available. Other appliations like NoCat [41℄, WiDog[42℄ or FirstSpot [43℄ are available implementations of aptive portals.We deided not to use existing tools like the ones ited above and generate a new one for thefollowing reasons.FirstSpot: Is a ommerial software that osts over 500¿ and where developers an not hange thesoure ode to t it to their arhiteture.NoCat: Is a powerful aptive portal that is free software. NoCat only allow three kinds of tra.This means that a lient an only hoose one of these three dierent onnetion options tojoin NoCat, and we need an appliation ompletely exible to ontrol all lient tra.20
2.5. METHODOLOGY USED TO EVALUATE MANET PROPOSALSWiDog: Was not yet nished when we began to develop ToTo. Therefore, it is not a valid optionto integrate with our appliations either.All of these harateristis made us deide to develop our own tool.2.5 Methodology Used to Evaluate MANET ProposalsResearh eorts fousing on ad ho networks and mesh networks are growing every year, and it isimportant to have tools that allow researhers to evaluate their proposals before investing huge amountsof money on it. Testing and evaluating a MANET protool is, therefore, mandatory for its suess inany real word appliation. Researhers in this eld have two options for testing new MANET protools:(a) simulation tools and (b) test-beds.A simulation tool is a program or system used during software veriation, whih behaves oroperates like a given system when provided with a set of ontrolled inputs.Currently several simulators exist, like ns-2 [44℄, OPNET [45℄, Seawind [46℄, GloMoSim [47℄ andREAL [48℄, JiST/SWANS [49, 50, 51℄. Computer simulation is the most popular way to evaluateMANET routing protools [52, 53, 54℄ being ns-2 one of the most extended under the researh omunity.Ns-2 is a disrete event network simulator. It is popular in aademia for its extensibility (due to itsopen soure model) and plentiful online doumentation. NS is popularly used in the simulation ofrouting and multiast protools, among others, and is heavily used in ad-ho researh. Ns-2 supportsan array of popular network protools, oering simulation results for wired and wireless networks alike.Simulation oers four important advantages [55℄: First, it enables experimentation with largenetworks. Seond, it enables experimentation with ongurations that may not be possible withexisting tehnology. Third, it allows rapid prototyping. Finally, it makes reproduible experiments ina ontrolled environment. Simulations also have some disadvantages: First, researhers an not testthere their own real world implementation of a protool in a realisti senario. Seond, simulators alsoneed to inorporate realisti models of node mobility and radio propagation.A test-bed is a platform for experimentation. Test-beds allow for rigorous, transparent and replia-ble testing of sienti theories, omputational tools, and other new tehnologies. Several prototypesfor generating a real test-bed an also be founded in the literature, like mLab [56℄ or test emulators likeMobiEmu [57℄. Test-beds also have some disadvantages: the test-bed alled mLab an only generatenetworks topologies and apture pakets, while MobiEmu uses expensive lusters to do their tests.In Chapter 4 we present our test-bed proposal alled Castadiva. Castadiva is a test-bed to emulateMANETs where we an test the behaviour of the network with dierent routing protools.
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Chapter 3An Arhiteture supportingWeb-based Servies andAuthentiationReent advanes in ommuniation tehnologies, as well as the proliferation of omputing devies, areshaping our environments towards an ubiquitous Internet. Eah user an aess the Internet whengoing to work using a publi transport, in their home or at dierent publi plaes.Aess ontrol is now a priority to restrit the desired use of networks, ontrolling what users anand annot aess in terms of servies oered. Aess ontrol is a main priority in non enryptedwireless networks like MANETs and mesh networks.However not only omputers or laptops an onnet to Internet. Eah year new devies appears thatinorporate the tehnology to onnet to a wireless network, likes PDAs or mobile phones. Therefore,our solution must be ompatible with all devies on the market.In this hapter we are going to explain our solution developed to deploy a rural network and theappliation generated to ontrol users's aess.The hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 3.1 explains ToTo, a web-based system to authenti-ate users. Setion 3.2 desribes an arhiteture alled RuralNet to oer low-bandwidth Internet aessto isolated rural areas using the authentiation system of Setion 3.1. Finally, Setion 3.3 presentsDulenduè, a proposal of a servie searher based on the physial position of the user.s3.1 ToToToTo is a arhiteture based on the aptive portal tehnology that provides aess ontrol, ontrolthe onnexion speed for eah user, and give free aess to a ertain group of servers to everyone ifthe administrator wants to allow it. A aptive portal is a system to ontrol the aess into a networkusing web tehnology. Today exist several aptive portals were developed, like NoCat, WiDog andFirstpot, but we will not use them sine they are not being nished, being ommerial software or nothaving the funtionality required to satisfy our requirements.In a aptive portal tool, when a lient rst onnets to the system and opens a web browser, he isautomatially redireted to the main page of the portal; this proess is ompletely transparent to theuser (Figure 3.1). The main server ontrols lient aess depending on whether he is a registered useror not. Depending on the lient's aess level, dierent servies will be provided.The rst time a lient aesses the system, he is asked to register himself with the aptive portal.After a login proess the user an use any of the freely available servies or purhase others, likeInternet aess. Conerning the Internet aess servie, ToTo allows eah lient to hoose among23
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Figure 3.1: Typial aptive portal onnetion sheme.multiple onnetion speeds. Just as an example, Figure 3.2 shows the welome window for a lientthat aesses the ToTo system for the rst time.3.1.1 Objetives of the ToTo ProposalThe objetive of ToTo is to generate a exible arhiteture to easily ontrol the aess of eah lientto a network easily. ToTo simplies wireless network deployment and lowers osts. It must also beompatible with all devies suh as laptops, PDAs and mobile phones that an onnet to a networkusing a Wi-Fi ard.3.1.2 The ToTo System Arhiteture.The system is designed to allow any user to onnet to a wireless network. Figure 3.3 shows the overallsystem arhiteture of ToTo.Our arhiteture is organized into three levels: the main server, the wireless network and the users: Main server. Is the server where the ToTo appliations, the databases and a web server arerunning. All lient authentiation and interation will be done by these appliations. This serverinludes two dierent networks interfaes: to onnet to the wireless network and a high-speedonnetion to Internet. Wireless network. A free wireless network that allows users to onnet to the system. Thiswireless network is based on the IEEE 802.11 tehnology, being omposed by one or more wirelessnodes. It an not use any enryption, suh as WEP or WPA, to allow all lients to freely onnetto the system. Users. The users an onnet with dierent devies, suh as PDAs, mobile phones or laptops.The only requirement for these devies is to have a wireless ard to onnet to the wirelessnetwork and a web browser to interat with ToTo.24
3.1. TOCTOC
Figure 3.2: ToTo presentation sreen.3.1.3 Tehnologies UsedThe ToTo system was developed using several programming languages and tools. We split it intothree oneptual areas: web interfae, system interfae and database interfae.The implementation of the web interfae makes use of dierent programming languages, i.e., PHP,Javasript, HTML and XML. The ombination of these languages allows ahieving omplex solutions,and yet ompose the user interfae in a simple and straightforward manner.The system interfae uses PHP to aess TC [58℄ and IPtables [59℄, and both tools are provided bydefault on a GNU/Linux system. These tools oer the funtionality to ontrol the system's rewalland to regulate the bandwidth for the dierent user onnetions.The database interfae uses PHP tehnology to aess data stored by a MySQL database engine.Figure 3.4 shows the relationship between dierent software omponents. We an see that the mainserver also oers a entralized DHCP servie, making it possible for subsribers to be onguredautomatially.Figure 3.4 also evidenes the dierent support les reated and the tools that use them. A singlearrow line represents a reading ation and a double arrow line represents a read/write or exeuteation. This design provides the required exibility, allowing to make hanges or add new modules ina straightforward manner.3.1.4 ToTo's Basi FuntionalityWhen a lient onnets to ToTo he usually does not know any onnetion information, namelyToTo's URL. Our system re-direts all the unregistered lient aesses to ToTo's identiationpage by typing any URL and trying to aess it. The most appropriate solution for this task isdeveloping a aptive portal. The enhanements required to make ToTo a aptive portal-enabledplatform are the following. 25
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Figure 3.3: Arhiteture of ToTo.Capture the subsribers who try to aess the Internet through the system.When an unregistered lient tries to aess to a web page, the system must re-diret the petition tothe registration page instead. One a lient has been authentiated, e.g., introduing his user nameand a password, he an aess the web page he originally requested (if he has redit to do so). In aGNU/Linux system we implemented the apture proess using the IPtables tool [59℄.IPtables allows a omputer to rediret all the tra that arrives to a Linux system. Rediretingall the tra oming from an unknown lient to the ontrol server allows the system to show a loginpage. To allow an user to aess to Internet, the system must delete the rule that redirets a lientto the ontrol server. This option an only be visible for those lients who are allowed to aess theInternet.Algorithm 1 User disonnetion from ToTo.#The server runs periodially a sript ontaining:Do for ever:For every IP used by the DHCP:read the state of a lient:If the state is:3) The lient is onneted, update it to level 2.2) No news of the lient in a few seonds, another hane:Update the state to level 1.1) No news for a long time. Disonneting the lient:Rediret all the Internet onnetions to the server.Update the lient state to 0. Register the disonnetion.0) Client already disonneted.end if.end for.sleep X seonds.end do.#Eah time the lient aess to the system:Put the lient state to 3. 26
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Figure 3.4: Relationship among ToTo's software omponents.To know how many lients are onneted at any time the system must detet the remaining lients,disonnet and register o-line lients as quikly as possible. To do that, the system uses Algorithm1. This algorithm lassies lients into four groups: (a) lients reently onneted to the system,(b) lients onneted but without any new onnetions in the last seonds, () lients that must to bedisonneted beause they are o-line for a long time , (d) disonneted lients. The algorithm basiallydereases periodially the group ounter of eah user. Users have a window in their web browser thatupdates their state to the maximum value. If a user does not refresh his state, the algorithm dereasesit periodially until it arrives to 1, hene disonneting the user.Control the onnetion speed of eah lient.When subsribers aess the Internet using a system as desribed above, they ould, in theory, useall the available bandwidth. This is an undesirable situation. So, it would be desirable to have, foreah user, a exible ontrol of the onnetion speed. In ToTo this harateristi has been namedCitytiket. Depending on the Citytiket bought by a lient, he aquires the orresponding onnetionspeed. ToTo implements the Citytiket funtionality by using the Tra Control (TC) [58℄ Linuxtool.Using TC the main server an regulate the bandwidth of eah user, by ontrolling both downloadand upload pakets passing through the interfae that gives aess to Internet. TC generates virtualqueues assigned to a net devie. These queues allow the operating system to ontrol the onnetionspeed assoiated to this devie.ToTo uses TC to reate a hierarhy where every lient has two queues and eah of these queuesontrols the download or the upload onnetion speed. Figure 3.5 shows this hierarhy. The TC toolis ontrolled by ToTo's server when it starts and generates a ouple of new queues every time alient onnets to the Internet. These queues are exlusive to that lient, and this allows to ontrol theonnetion speed separately. Depending on the Citytiket assigned to a lient, he aquires a dierentonnetion speed. Algorithm 2 shows the the reation of a queue for eah lient.27
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Figure 3.5: TC queue hierarhy.Oer free aess for spei web servers.For dierent reasons, it ould be neessary for all lients to have aess to a seleted group of externalweb servers, inluding those lients that do not purhase an Internet onnetion. ToTo has theoption for an administrator to hoose a group of servers that an be aessed by everyone, regardlessof the Internet privileges granted. For example, if ToTo is installed in a ertain town, a free webserver ould be the ity-hall's web server, whih has news addressed to every itizen. ToTo has twoways to add a free web server: by IP address and by onnetion port. Free web server by IP: the system an add new rules to the rewall to allow a spei IP to bereahed by all lients onneted to the wireless network. If a web server is added here, everyrequest to this server will not be redireted to RuralNet. Free web server by onnetion ports: the system redirets all the free requests to a spei portto an external web server. ToTo has a list of servers in the main page. If a lient selets aserver in this list, the system redirets the petition the appropriate port.The hoie of free server based on IP or onnetion depends on the desired behaviour of ToTo.3.1.5 The ToTo Interfae ImplementationThe ToTo Interfae is designed to be maintained mostly unaltered regardless of whih web browser,operating system or devie is used. This means that ToTo must be designed with extended languagessuh a HTML and XML. Other speialized languages like AtionSript (Flash) and DHTML (a mix ofJavasript and HTML) are able to oer a higher programming level for the design and implementationof the visual interfae. Notie that all these programming languages are available for every lientregardless of the system arhiteture used. By making use of PHP tehnology we are able to adapt theweb pages to interat with the ToTo Core, hene allowing every devie with web browsing apabilitiesto aess the Internet and onnet to the ToTo system.One inside the system the interfae is rather intuitive. Figure 3.6 shows the interfae. A left-hand menu provides the user aess to all the options made available to him. There are three typesof users dened in the system: regular users, users with Internet aess, and system administrators.28
3.1. TOCTOCAlgorithm 2 Connetion speed of eah user using ToTo.#Server algorithm. Its supposed to be one devie to onnet to Internet (lient upload speed) andanother to make the WI-FI net (lient download speed).For every devieDelete all the old rules assigned to the devie.Generate a root queue and assign it to the devie.#It must not to use the 100% of the bandwidth to avoid saturation.Generate a main queue attahed to the root queue:Selet a type of queue (FIFO, stohasti,...).Assign 75% of the bandwidth.Generate a default queue attahed to the main queue for all the tra no regulated.Selet a type of queue (FIFO, stohasti,...).Assign the desired bandwidth.Mark all the default pakets to use this queue.end for.#Client algorithm. The lient must reate their own queues for upload and download speed.For the download and upload onnetion do:Delete all old queues assigned to this lient IP.Generate a lient queue attahed to the main queue.Selet a type of queue (FIFO, stohasti,... ).Assign the bandwidth of the lient.Mark all the pakets from/to the lient IP to use this queue.end.The dierenes among them are reeted in terms of options appearing in the menu. For a regularuser only the most basi options appear, i.e., user prole, Internet aess, allowed servers and help.An administrator has all the options available, inluding the system administration options, i.e., usermanagement, onnetion properties, and Citytiket administration. By seleting a menu option theuser is able to navigate through the system, thereby aessing the desired servie.ToTo has been implemented to support multiple languages. To implement this funtionality, wehose to separate the web struture from the text. This means that web pages have two omponents:a basi struture written in HTML language and text in the XML format on a separate le. Thisseparation allows an administrator to easily update the system with a new language. It merely requiresediting the appropriate XML les and adding to every paragraph the appropriate translation for thenew language to be supported. The urrent prototype version of ToTo supports English, Spanish,and Valenian.3.1.6 EvaluationIn this setion we present some experimental results where the purpose is to assess the orret operationof our ToTo system. Also, we will study how the bandwidth is shared among dierent subsriberswhen these have homogeneous or heterogeneous types of Internet onnetions.The Main Server was an AMD XP 2000+ PC with 512 MBs of DDR RAM. It has a Fast-Ethernetonnetion to the Internet, and a similar onnetion to a root Aess Point. The operating systemused is Debian 3.1.Conerning the lients, these are simulated using four laptops with dierent apabilities. The bestperforming one has an Intel Pentium 4 proessor at 1700 MHz, and the worst one has was an Intel29
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Figure 3.6: ToTo interfae.Celeron proessor at 150 MHz. All of them are equipped with IEEE 802.11b PCMCIA Wireless Cards(maximum data rate of 11 Mb/s). We also used another mahine as an FTP server for experimentalpurposes.The strategy followed to make several long-run measurements onsisted of developing a series ofsripts that allowed automate the evaluation proess. Every lient has a sript that starts an FTPonnetion to our FTP server, whih is aessed only through the ToTo system. We ontrol thethroughput of the FTP server so that we an model dierent onnetion speeds with ToTo's mainserver.We run the tpdump [60℄ tool at the Main Server in order to trae all the inoming and outgoingpakets. We begin our tests by using only one lient, and measuring the auray of the bandwidthmanagement system oered by the TC tool. So, our lient downloads data uninterruptedly from theFTP server, allowing us to ompare the requested data rate with the atual throughput reeived.Figure 3.7 shows the results obtained.It inludes dierent intervals, where eah interval represents the atual range of throughput valuesexperiened by the lient; the mean value is also represented. By observing these results we onrmthat the requested bandwidth value is lose to the throughput provided by the system, exept for thelast value where 8 Mbit/s are requested and only around 6Mbit/s are nally delivered. When therequested bandwidth surpasses the maximum value ahievable with IEEE 802.11b tehnology, thenthe Wi-Fi link beomes the bottlenek.We now proeed with a set of tests where we have all four lients ative. We will study theinterations among them when limiting both their bandwidth and the bandwidth towards the FTPserver.We begin by experimenting with dierent bandwidth values for eah lient. We set the bandwidthof the four users to 128, 256, 512 and 1024 Kb/s, respetively. Our purpose is to hek if the systeman indeed make eetive the dierent user privileges. Figure 3.8 shows the obtained results. As anbe observed, the ToTo system an oer the requested bandwidth aording to the user onguration.We also observed that the throughput values sometimes suer from variations that deviate them from30
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Figure 3.7: Connetion speed for one lient.the requested ones. We onsider that these small disrepanies are due to wireless media noise andnot to the bandwidth ontrol algorithms used.We now extend the previous example by ating upon the link speed between ToTo's server andthe FTP server so as to assess the impat on lients' performane. We experiment with two dierentspeeds for this link: 1024 Kb/s and 256 Kb/s. In neither ase is there enough bandwidth to serve thefour lients at their requested data rate.Figure 3.9 shows that when the maximum aggregated data rate is limited to 1024 Kb/s the twoslowest onnetions use their requested bandwidth of 128 and 256 Kb/s. However the other two highspeed onnetions tend to reah an equilibrium at a similar data rate value during the period whenboth are ative.When we further redue the bandwidth at the bottlenek link to 256 Kb/s (Figure 3.10) we nd thatthe throughput value for all the onnetions beomes stable at a value lose to 64 Kb/s, as expeted(fair resoure sharing).Though urrently we apply this solution of evenly sharing available resoures when they beomemuh lower than the aggregated bandwidth requested, we ould instead apply a dierent poliy. Toaomplish that we would require a solution based on a weighted fair queueing poliy. That way, whenthe available bandwidth beomes too low, users would reeive a share of the hannel's bandwidth thatis proportional to the bandwidth they have paid for. However, this enhaned solution is outside thesope of this work.3.1.7 SummaryIn this setion we desribe a new aptive portal alled ToTo, a arhiteture based on the aptiveportal tehnology that provides aess ontrol. This aptive portal allows us to apture lients, performa per-user regulation of bandwidth and oer aess to an administrator-dened group of free externalweb servers. We ontinue explaining the implementation of this aptive portal and its Interfae. Weonlude with a set of experiments were we validate the tra-shaping tools used by the system, ndingthat the servie oered to lients is the one we expet.31
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Figure 3.8: Download speed for the 4 lients under analysis.In the next setion we explain RuralNet, an arhiteture to deploy wireless networks in rural areaswith the user's authentiation based on ToTo.3.2 RuralNetIn the previous setion we showed an arhiteture to deploy a wireless network and give Internet aessto a group of subsribers. In this setion we explain RuralNet, a aptive portal based system providingInternet onnetion to distant areas where deploying a wired-based infrastruture is too expensive.Suh an infrastruture an provide the TCP/IP based servies required, besides avoiding the problemsreferred before. RuralNet is an arhiteture to strengthen Internet support in rural environments andallows subsribers to aess the Internet. It an also provide a group of free servies to all the peoplewithin a ertain area.RuralNet began in 2005 as a researh projet at the Tehnial University of Valenia, Spain. Theprojet intended to develop new information and ommuniation tehnology to oer low-bandwidthInternet aess to isolated rural areas. With this purpose we developed RuralNet, an experimentalwireless platform whih ombines the promising paradigm of wireless mesh networks and heap o-the-shelf wireless devies to oer a wide range of Internet-based ommuniation servies and appliations.RuralNet has targeted rural areas of the Comunidad Valeniana, in Spain, with inreasing demand forInternet onnetivity to support the emerging industrial ativity and population demands. To date,we deployed the proposed system in a small-sale projet on a rural area loated on the south of theComunidad Valeniana whih enompasses about 50 subsribers inluding loal industry and villagers.3.2.1 Objetives of RuralNetThe general purpose of RuralNet is to strengthen Internet support in rural environments throughwireless tehnologies in the Comunidad Valeniana, Spain. The system should empower mobile userswith the ability to aess Internet appliations on the move.32
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Figure 3.9: Download speed when the bandwidth towards the FTP server is limited to 1024 Kb/s.Rather than reating a new wireless tehnology, the major hallenge has been to demonstrate thepratiality of designing and building a system that, by ombing existing wireless networks paradigms,is able to reah distant areas at a low ost, while oering a wide range of teleommuniation serviesand appliations.3.2.2 The RuralNet System ArhitetureThe system is designed to over a wide area, onneting all the lients with a main server that has fullontrol of the system. The overall system arhiteture for our RuralNet teleommuniation networkis shown in Figure 3.11. The system is omposed by dierent nodes onneted to eah other, forminga mesh network. This approah allows reating a salable network whih is able to over a vastarea, onneting the main server with all the lients within range of any of the nodes deployed. Allthe software developed as part of the RuralNet projet is free software and it an be downloadedat http://www.gr.upv.es/6software/index.html. RuralNet makes use of the ToTo softwarearhiteture to provide a exible way to apture users request.We have built a prototype omposed by multiple Wi-Fi aess points onneted to a main server,based on ToTo's arhiteture. Our arhiteture is oneptually organized into three levels, whihare: the management level (main server), the network onnetion level (alled Bakbone Net), and theuser level. Management level. The top level of the system is omposed by a server that ontrols userauthentiation. This level is based on a web server to interat with the subsribers, a databaseused to store system information, and a ontrol unit that onverts management deisions intotra rules. Besides, the server has also a high-speed onnetion to the Internet, along with awireless or an Ethernet onnetion to link it with the Bakbone Net level. In this level is wherethe ToTo funtionality resides. Bakbone Net level. This seond level is omposed by a group of nodes distributed in a widearea, omposing a mesh network. These nodes are onneted to the main server and to other33
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Figure 3.10: Download speed when the bandwidth towards the FTP server is limited 256 Kb/s.nodes through either Ethernet or IEEE 802.11 tehnology. Wireless onnetions are preferredsine they an benet from antennas to ahieve inreased range at little ost. The main purposeof this level is to work as a bridge, onneting subsribers to the main server. Eah node runsupon a modied version of the OpenWRT [61℄ rmware, whih allow us to implement aessontrol into the node while inreasing the hotspot overage by implementing a multi hop wirelessmesh network. The OpenWRT rmware oers us all the funtionality of the usual GNU/Linuxtools for monitoring, bandwidth shaping, rewalling, and so forth. This rmware also allows usto install the OLSR routing protool to reate the mesh network, used by the lient to onnetto the server. In our prototype, eah node is a Linksys router. User level. At the lowest level we have the atual subsribers. These an onnet diretly tothe wireless infrastruture using their own Wi-Fi enabled omputing devies. Suh devies anbe quite heterogeneous e.g., ell phones, PDAs, laptops, et. The only restritions are that thesedevies must inlude a Wi-Fi interfae, a web browser and a OLSR routing protool to onnetto the mesh network.Every lient within the overage area of RuralNet an aess all the servies oered, whih does notmean free aess or unontrolled aess. Our system is implemented under a aptive portal solution(using ToTo, presented in setion 3.1) based on the use of wireless aess points to provide both aneetive user authentiation and physial onnetivity to the bakbone. Therefore, a lient only needsa web browser to aess the system; further knowledge about wireless networks is not required, neitheris it neessary to use speial software.3.2.3 Controlling the Aess to RuralNetWhen a lient rst onnets to the system and opens a web browser, he is automatially rediretedto the main page of the portal; this proess is ompletely transparent to the user. The main serverontrols lient aess depending on whether he is a registered user or not. Depending on the lient'saess level, dierent servies will be provided. 34
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Figure 3.11: The RuralNet system arhiteture.Figure 3.12 shows RuralNet presentation sreen. The rst time a lient aesses the system heis asked to register himself with the aptive portal. After a login proess the user an use any ofthe freely available servies or purhase others, like Internet aess. Conerning the Internet aessservie, RuralNet allows eah lient to hoose among multiple onnetion speeds, making the prievary aordingly.3.2.4 EvaluationThe aess ontrol is the same of ToTo and therefore doesn't need extra evaluation. We fousinstead on evaluating the behaviour of the distribution network using ping sessions and evaluating theimpat on round-trip time. Figure 3.13 shows the Round-trip time for eah paket. We onsider twodierent senarios: for a lean environment and for a noisy environment. The rst one is supposing anetwork without any interferene. The seond one is a senario with other wireless networks ausinginterferene. A real senario is between both of them.We an observe that, in a noisy environment, the round-trip time is higher that in a lean environ-ment, and the paket loss is also inreased. We also observe that 90% of the total paket interhangesare suessfully ompleted for a round-trip time in the interval from 0.1 to 0.8 seonds, (aeptableto a subsriber without ausing annoyane). 10% of the tra suers from poor performane. Morespeially, 4% of the tra experienes too high delays, being onsidered lost in pratie.Paket loses are aused by the ollision between pakets sent by dierent devies on the wirelessnetwork, and the delay time is aused by the retransmissions aused by ollisions.35
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Figure 3.12: RuralNet presentation sreen.3.2.5 SummaryIn this setion we proposed RuralNet, a aptive portal based arhiteture espeially designed to provideInternet aess in rural areas.We rst analyzed the arhiteture of the system, putting into evidene the most important ele-ments that onform RuralNet's infrastruture. We then desribe three ore elements of the system,whih allow us to apture lients, perform a per-user regulation of bandwidth and oer aess to anadministrator-dened group of free external web servers. We onlude with a experiment were wevalidate the mesh network used by the system, nding that the servie oered to lients is the one weexpet.Overall, this setion made evident that by ombining both wireless and web tehnologies we areable to oer a heap and eient solution to provide Internet servies to rural areas where users aresparsely loated.3.3 Extension to the Proposed ArhitetureIn setion 3.2 we develop an extension of ToTo for rural areas. In this setion now we explainDulenduè, an extension with extra funtionality for urban environments based on the position of theuser's devie.Dulenduè 1 was born as a tourist portal with extra funtionability like a servie searher. It isbased on the position of the user and the servies existing around him. This tehnology is alledontext-aware omputing [62℄. In omputer siene it refers to the idea that omputers an both senseand reat based on their environment. Devies may have information about the irumstanes underwhih they are able to operate and based on rules, or an intelligent stimulus, reat aordingly. Theterm ontext-awareness in ubiquitous omputing was introdued by Shilit [63℄. Context-aware devies1Dulenduè means Where are you? in a dialet of the region of Lombardía, lose to Milán.36
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Figure 3.13: Evaluation of the distribution network.may also try to make assumptions about the user's urrent situation. Dey [64℄ denes ontext as "anyinformation that an be used to haraterize the situation of entities."3.3.1 Objetives and Arhiteture of DulenduèThe general purpose of Dulenduè is to generate a ontext-aware appliation to strengthen the tourismin the ity of Valenia.The appliation an work like a tourist information point as well as a shopping onsulting enterwhere tourists an searh for information about the ity anytime that he needs.This arhiteture is designed to over an urban area, using a publi network as telephony. Figure3.14 shows the overall system arhiteture for Dulenduè. This arhiteture is similar to RuralNet'sarhiteture, exept that it does not use a mesh network, relying on a wired onnetion instead.Our arhiteture is oneptually organized into four levels, whih are: the management level (mainserver), the network onnetion level (divided into the onnetion network and the aess network),and the user level. The system has two dierent networks, the onnetion network used to onnet themain server with the aess point, and the aess network, used to onnet the lients with the aesspoint. Main server. A server that ontrols user authentiation. It also has a database to storeinformation about all users and information about servies oered. It is onneted to the wirednetwork. Wired network. This network onnets eah aess point of the aess network to the mainserver. Can be an ethernet network or use another publi network like the telephony network. Aess network. A wireless network deployed in the urban ontext. Formed by aess pointsinstalled into the ity streets, overing the entire urban area. Eah node an over an area37
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Figure 3.14: Arhiteture of Dulenduèaround 100 meters, the size of a ity blok. This network is omposed by dierent aess pointsonneted to the wired-network. User level. Similarly to ToTo and RuralNet, the user only needs a devie with a Wi-Fi ardand a web browser. The Wi-Fi ard onnets the devie to the aess network and the webbrowser allows interation with Dulenduè.3.3.2 The Dulenduè Loalization System.The position of the user is obtained from the aess point used to aess to the Internet. Eah aesspoint is stored into the database with its loalization. When a user onnets to Dulenduè, the MACaddress of pakets arriving to the main server beoming to the aess point. The system searhes forthis MAC into the database and obtain the position of the user with an error of less than 100 meters.Enough preision for this ontext aware appliation. Figure 3.15 shows the main sreen of Dulenduèwith the position of the user.The servies are stored into a database in the main server. When a new oered servie is reated,like a restaurant or a pharmay, it also stores its position. If a user onnets to Dulenduè and searhesfor a servie, the system obtains the position of the user and, afterwards , searhes the database forall servies near this position. Finally, it returns the results to the user in a web page.With this information, the user an searh for servies, shops or any date stored in the database.The system answers all the queries depending on the position of the devie, and prioritizes the resultsaording to the user position.Figure 3.16 shows the result when a user searhes for a restaurant. In this example the user seletsa restaurant with an average prie of less than 40 euros. The user an also selet the proximity of therestaurant. Then the appliation shows all the restaurants that math the speiations of the user.If needed, Dulenduè an show a map with the position of the restaurant or a map with the losest38
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Figure 3.15: Main sreen of Dulenduè with the position of the lient.parkings. Figure 3.17 shows the map that appears to an user when he selets the option to see theloation of a restaurant.3.3.3 SummaryIn this setion we present Dulenduè, a possible extension of RuralNet with extra funtionality basedon the onept of ontext-aware omputing. Dulenduè adds a servie searher based on the positionof the user in the ity. The results obtained by Dulenduè vary aordingly with the user loalization.
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Figure 3.16: Looking for a restaurant with Dulenduè
Figure 3.17: Map to loalize the address of a restaurant in Dulenduè.40
Chapter 4Castadiva: a MANET EmulatorIn Chapter 3 we present an arhiteture to deploy a wireless network to oer TCP/IP based servies.In this hapter we are going to present a test-bed designed to evaluate this arhiteture. Castadivais a test-bed solution that allows to emulate wireless senarios using low ost ommerial-of-the-shelfdevies ombined with the power of Linux tools. Castadiva allows to generate a network topology,export it to real devies and obtain test results. It an also generate dierent tra between nodes. Atest-bed approahes the real behaviour of a network, and this is the point where Castadiva an help innetwork researh eorts. The test-bed runs a real implementation of routing protools in real devies,allowing to test the implementations before deploying them in a real ontext.The rest of this hapter is strutured as follows. Setion 4.1 explains the objetives of Castadiva.Setion 4.2 desribes the proposed arhiteture and Setion 4.3 desribes its implementation. Setion4.4 desribes the evaluation made to validate Castadiva. Finally, Setion 4.5 draws the onlusions ofthis hapter.4.1 Objetives of CastadivaThe main objetive of Castadiva is to generate a test-bed to emulate MANETs where we an test thebehaviour of the network with dierent routing protools.This test-bed must use a low ost arhiteture based on ommerial-of-the-self devies and freesoftware. We also wish to generate an appliation with an user-friendly interfae that allows deningthe network's senario. Castadiva must be ompatible with the simulator ns-2 used in our group foromparison purposes and have an user-friendly interfae that allows the user to generate the entiresimulation easily.4.2 Arhitetural OverviewCastadiva is a test-bed developed to evaluate and analyze protools and appliations for MANETs.The test-bed relies on an atual wireless network between nodes for testing purposes. Castadiva isomposed by a server that runs the main appliation, several wireless nodes, two dierent networksand an appliation to oordinate all devies.Castadiva's server exeutes the appliation and ongures the network devies. Our prototype is aPentium IV with 1 GB of RAM memory, and has a Linux Debian distribution installed.Conerning the wireless nodes used, they an be any sort of omputing devie, like a laptop, a PDAor a wireless router. In our prototype, eah node is a Linksys router. The main requirement for a nodeis that it must have a Linux/Unix operating system installed, and two network ards: an Ethernet ardand an IEEE 802.11 ard. If the node is a wireless router, the OpenWRT [61℄ kernel is a good solution.OpenWRT is an open soure operating system available for a wide range of router manufaturers. This41
CHAPTER 4. CASTADIVA: A MANET EMULATORembedded Linux system natively oers SSH onnetions, along with the possibility of running shellsripts. Moreover, a programmer an develop its own appliation in a standard Linux distributionand export it to this operating system. In our ase, we developed some appliations in C for trageneration/ontrol purposes.
Figure 4.1: Castadiva's physial network.Figure 4.1 shows our Castadiva test-bed. One swith onnets Castadiva's server with all thewireless nodes for oordination purposes. On the right hand of the piture the group of wireless nodesbeing used is shown. It onsists of ten Linksys routers (models WRT56G and WRT56GL) and aBualo router (model WZR-RS-G54). The wireless ad ho network onformed by these nodes is theone used in Castadiva's test-bed experiments.Sine the ontrolling appliation also requires ommuniating with nodes to send ontrol pakets,Castadiva ombines two dierent networks: the oordination network (wired), that onnets Cas-tadiva's ore with the wireless nodes, and the wireless network, where atual tests are run. Figure 4.2shows a shema of Castadiva's omponents.The oordination network is a wired network that onnets Castadiva's ore server with the wirelessnodes. This network allows the main appliation to send onguration messages to all the nodeswithout reating any interferene within the wireless network itself. It is based on Fast-Ethernettehnology, avoiding large lateny. Basially, this network requires a swith onneted to the mainserver and to all nodes. Through this network the main appliation sends instrutions to nodes,allowing them to re-ongure so as to reate the desired network topology, and also to run smalltra-generating appliations available on eah wireless node. For ommuniation purposes, we relyon the SSH protool to send instrutions through this network. Using a fast network means that allnodes will start an experiment at about the same time, avoiding signiant lateny and maximizingresult auray.The wireless network is omposed by Castadiva's wireless nodes, and the topology of this networkis dened by the GUI of Castadiva, so that it an hange at runtime. Nodes ommuniate in ad-homode using IEEE 802.11g tehnology. 42
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Figure 4.2: Shema of Castadiva's omponents.The main appliation, alled Castadiva's ore, is developed in Java. It has two main funtions:(a) to allow a user to interat with the system so as to dene all the test parameters required (GUI)and (b) to oordinate the wireless nodes during an experiment and manage tra generation betweenpairs of nodes. By using Castadiva's GUI a user an ontrol all of Castadiva's funtionality, deningthe network topology and the tra ow among nodes. Castadiva allows xing the senario areawhere nodes will be deployed. When seleting a node, its loation is highlighted and it an be hangedaording to the desired network topology.Figure 4.3 shows how Castadiva allows a user to interat with the network. By lling all senarioparameters and deploying all nodes are emulate a network where the user an study the behaviourof appliations and routing protools. When all nodes are deployed the user an press the buttonSimulate, and eah physial node will be re-programmed so as to enfore the hosen network topology.4.3 Castadiva's Implementation DetailsIn this setion we detail the requirements of Castadiva. We desribe the software tools we have devel-oped to onnet all the wireless nodes with the server, and how Castadiva allows making onnetionsamong them. We also explain the proess of designing network topologies by using the Senario Gen-eration tool, an interative and user-friendly interfae that allows dening the network's senario andthe desired tra onnetions among nodes.Castadiva requires some libraries and servies to operate. The requirements of Castadiva aredierent for the server and the wireless nodes. The server must be a standard Linux-based system andmust have a Java Virtual Mahine, an SSH lient, and an NFS server installed. Eah node must be aLinux based system with an SSH server and an NFS lient; besides, it must inlude the libg libraryand have the IPtables toolset installed (see gure 4.4).The onnetion between Castadiva's ore element (server) and eah node is made using both SSH43
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Figure 4.3: A view of Castadiva's GUI.and NFS onnetions. On Castadiva's server, the user interats with the appliation by dening thenetwork topology, the tra and seleting the desired routing protool. Then, through SSH, theappliation sends a start instrution to eah node through the oordination network (wired). Wirelessnodes ahieve oordination among themselves by exeuting the required binaries, whih are stored intoa server folder shared through NFS. This is a easy way to spread instrutions to all nodes, and it solvesstorage limitation problems on nodes. When tests start, a group of les with the results are reatedand stored into Castadiva's server by again relying on the NFS le system. We nd that Ethernetonnetions are fast enough to export these les to the routers without signiant delays.The main appliation parses the results, obtaining the dierent test-bed statistis. Finally, theappliation displays results to the user.The appliation was developed using the Java programming language and the BASH sriptinglanguage. To make SSH onnetions through Java we use JSh [65℄, by JCraft. It is required tooordinate all the nodes during experiments. Castadiva's implementation an be divided in two parts:the main appliation and the light-weight appliations running on wireless nodes.4.3.1 Wireless Nodes' SoftwareEah node has a set of requirements that must be met for suessful operation: a Linux-based operatingsystem, a set of speial-purpose sripts, some spei appliations and onnetivity to Castadiva'sserver.The operating system installed on eah router is OpenWRT. OpenWRT allows exeuting BASHsripts natively; besides, it inludes Dropbear, a simple SSH server used to reeive instrutions fromCastadiva's server. Conerning the set of Castadiva's sripts, they are generated automatially byCastadiva's main appliation. Their purpose is to ongure the wireless network topology.Eah node makes use of three appliations: IPtables, Ttp, and TraFlow. The rst two are opensoure and exist in most Linux distributions, while the third was developed by us.Network topology onguration is made through the IPtables [58℄ tool. Aording to the seletedtopology, IPtables allows us to dynamially break the network links between pairs of nodes. This toolexists for all Linux distributions, inluding the OpenWRT embedded system. In Table 4.1 we show an44
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Figure 4.4: Software omponents for Castadiva.example of IPtables rules generated from Castadiva (using the senario of Figure 4.7 as referene).Node (MAC) IPtables Rules.1 (00:13:10:83:99:BE) /usr/sbin/iptables -I INPUT -m ma ma-soure 00:13:10:83:99:CA -j DROP2 (00:0F:66:D9:BE:01) (none)3 (00:13:10:83:99:CA) /usr/sbin/iptables -I INPUT -m ma ma-soure 00:18:39:BC:B5:8E -j DROP4 (00:18:39:BC:B5:8E) /usr/sbin/iptables -I INPUT -m ma ma-soure 00:13:10:83:99:BE -j DROPTable 4.1: Iptables rules: example of usage in Castadiva's framework.To generate tra we use both Ttp and TraFlow tools. Ttp is an appliation with networktesting purposes. We use this tool to generate all the UDP tra between nodes. Ttp allows us to setthe number of pakets per seond sent to a node, along with the size of these pakets. The TraFlowtool is designed to reate a TCP ow between two nodes. To reate a ow of data we must speifya soure/destination pair, the starting and ending times for this ow, and the maximum amount ofbytes to be sent.Castadiva also inludes routing agents for well-known routing protools, suh as AODV [66℄ andOLSR [67℄. We made dierent tests using both AODV and OLSR, and nally we deided to use theOLSR sine OpenWRT inludes a stable implementation.4.3.2 Main AppliationCastadiva's ore element, a Java appliation running at the server, inludes all the ontrol funtionsrequired for test-bed experimentation. It is responsible for network topology maintenane, traontrol, as well as performane analysis. A user an dene the harateristis of wireless nodes, i. e.,45
CHAPTER 4. CASTADIVA: A MANET EMULATOReah node is deployed at a spei position in a simulated area as hosen by the user, onforming thenetwork topology. One the topology is dened, Castadiva must ongure the wireless nodes aordingto that topology. The appliation ommuniates with eah node through SSH onnetions to send therequired instrutions. The tra ow between nodes and the routing protool used are also set throughthis tehnique. When all experiments are nished, Castadiva's ore must alulate the result statistisfor the experiment by gathering all the data obtained, and nally show these results to the user.Castadiva's main appliation was reated using Java's Swing library. We onsider that it is a goodsolution for visual design sine most basi omponents are already reated, and an be easily modiedby the programmer. In its development we have used the Model - View - Controller [68℄ design asreferene.Senario Generation ToolCastadiva is designed to be a test-bed where network senarios and tra between nodes are generatedso as to resemble a real MANET. Therefore, it is expeted to be an easy and useful tool for the studyof MANETs.To start a new experiment we only need to dene the network topology in the orrespondingwindow and then dene the tra ow and the routing protool used. By pressing the start buttontests begin, and Castadiva returns the test results automatially. We now oer more details aboutCastadiva's GUI.Main MenuA standard menu allows aessing the dierent options of Castadiva. Basi options were added,allowing a user to save and load a projet, or export it to other test environments suh as ns-2. Itatually generates all the les required as input to this partiular simulator, allowing to ompareCastadiva's test results with those obtained through simulation.
Figure 4.5: Appliation ontrol menu.Figure 4.5 shows all the options available in Castadiva. By seleting the appliation main menu youmay start a new test-bed experiment, load a previous one, or save the last one dened. The Simulationmenu option opens a window to generate all senario data. The Conguration option allows a user toadjust server settings, suh as dening the NFS folder used. It also allows onguring wireless nodesand adding them to the experiments.Adding Nodes to the Test-bedBefore starting an experiment the user needs to dene the number of partiipating nodes, alongwith their onguration. Suh information allows Castadiva to aess nodes and manipulate them togenerate a senario. Figure 4.6 shows an example of the denition of a node in the system.All the information is dened automatially when the user wishes to add a new one, though itan be hanged by the user. An internal identier is required to distinguish a node from others inCastadiva's framework. Suh identier is then referened when dening the network topology and data46
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Figure 4.6: Node onguration interfae.onnetions. The remaining parameters will be used by Castadiva's main appliation to onnet nodesamong themselves and with the main server. The MAC address is required for Castadiva to enforetopology hanges.All the exeutable les and the sripts are stored in an NFS diretory that is aessible by all nodes.This way Castadiva makes storage apaity independent of wireless nodes' memory.Castadiva relies on its own tools to generate tra between nodes. Suh tools are run on eahnode, and must be ompiled for all types of CPU used. Currently, tools are ompiled for MIPS andIntel proessors, though the list an be easily augmented.The SSH user and password elds are used by the main appliation to onnet to eah individ-ual router to send the required ommands. Also, a Ping button was inluded to allow testing theonnetivity between the server and routers.Ad ho Network Senario GenerationOne all the nodes are dened, they an be distributed to onform a senario. Castadiva supportsboth manual and random topology generation, and senarios are set through Castadiva's blakboard.The blakboard is a representation of a virtual environment where nodes are loated. Nodes aredierentiated through dierent olors and labels. The radio ommuniation range is also shown througha irle of the same olor.Figure 4.7 shows the topology generation environment. We an see four nodes loated in a senarioof 1000 x 800 meters (senarios bounds are marked with a darker line).At the right hand we may edit node properties, suh as position and signal range. The group ofbuttons appearing below allow starting a new test, stopping it and rebooting nodes to reset all values.At the left hand Castadiva oers senario option editing. We an dene the senario bounds, thetest time, node mobility and the seleted routing protool. The Delare Tra button allows settingtra, as shown below, and the stop button halts it.A status bar provides general information to inform the user about what is being done, and thehorizontal srolls allow zooming in and out. Finally, the user may alternate between two dierentviews: radio ranges or a graph. Every edge of the graph represents an IEEE 802.11 link onnetion,whih is a more intuitive view. 47
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Figure 4.7: Senario denition with Castadiva.Mobility in Castadiva.It is important to point out the speed and pause option of the Senario Window. If a user piks avalue greater than zero in the speed option, Castadiva uses a mobility model similar to the randomwaypoint model used in ns-2, where eah node aquires a random movement with a speed betweenzero and the inserted value. When a node arrives to the destination point, it waits for a seleted pausetime and then selets a new random destination point to move to.For the implementation of mobility, Castadiva generates all node movements required for the emu-lation before it starts. Then it alulates the visibility range for eah node every seond. The obtainedvisibility is translated to Iptables rules and written to one le for eah node. This les will be loadedat eah aess point through NFS when the simulation starts. Figure 4.8 shows the le loaded by theaess point alled AP1. This gure shows dierent Iptables rules inserted between sleep rules. Thesleep time distributes the Iptables rules throughout the simulation time. So, eah rule is loaded onlywhen the emulation represents a node that hanges the link onnetion with respet to other node,Algorithm 3 shows the behaviour of Castadiva when a node (with MAC 00:14:BF:3C:39:EA) is outsideits range at seond 10, and then returns to its range at seond 25.Algorithm 3 Iptables rules for a simulation between two nodes.sleep 10iptables -I INPUT -m ma ma-soure 00:14:BF:3C:39:EA -j DROPsleep 15iptables -D INPUT -m ma ma-soure 00:14:BF:3C:39:EA -j DROPCastadiva also allows a user to see the position of every node at a given instant. When a simulationnishes, the user an ativate the Show option and pik a ertain instant. Immediately Castadiva showsthe network topology in that instant of time. This option is useful to do an o-line evaluation of the48
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Figure 4.8: Mobility implementation.network topology along the simulation time.Network Tra DelarationCastadiva's tra generation tool allows dening dierent types of tra ows between pairs of nodes.With that purpose Castadiva provides a table where eah row denes a onnetion. Tra parametersfor eah onnetion an be set depending on the type of protool seleted i. e. TCP or UDP, andinvalid values are marked with red. Examples of parameters are: paket size, pakets per seond, starttime, end time and maximum number of pakets sent. Figure 4.9 shows a usage example of this tool,where rows dene seven tra onnetions. It ontains some helpful buttons that allow making rowoperations (delete, order by starting time, or opy). Tra settings are exportable to ns-2 format also.
Figure 4.9: Tra delaration tool.When an experiment nishes, Castadiva lls in this table with results, inluding throughput and,49
CHAPTER 4. CASTADIVA: A MANET EMULATORif tra is UDP based, the perentage of pakets reeived.Adding External TraThis funtionality is speially interesting in those senarios where the user wants to study other traows dierent that those generated by Castadiva. We know the limitations of the syntheti tra toolsthat we develop for Castadiva. For this reason Castadiva also inorporates an extra funtionality thatallows attahing a laptop or a omputer to a node. Figure 4.10 shows an example of this funtionality.
Figure 4.10: External tra delaration.Suh funtionality allows the use of laptops to generate any ow of tra and rediret it to speinodes of Castadiva. You an use real appliations like Ekiga [69℄ or Skype [70℄ to generate a video-onferene and study the behaviour of H.323 and SIP protools in MANETs.Figure 4.11 shows a laptop running the Ekiga appliation to generate a video-onferene. Near tothis laptop is another one used to reeive the all. The webam reates the video tra and Castadivaredirets all tra related to this video-onferene through the emulated MANET.Random Test GeneratorSometimes it is useful to automate the test-bed evaluation proess varying dierent parameters. Withthat purpose Castadiva inludes funtionality to generate random tests, where a user an dene traand automatially test with a dierent number of nodes and randomly-generated network topologies.This is ahieved through the Random test window shown in Figure 4.12.The user must speify the bounds of the senario and the routing protool used. The minimum andmaximum number of nodes for testing must also be dened, along with the inrease on granularity. (i.e., with a node interval between 4 and 10 nodes and a granularity of 2, Castadiva exeutes four testswith 4, 6, 8, and 10 nodes). At the top left the urrent senario generated is displayed; again, all thetests an be stored in either Castadiva's or ns-2's format.4.4 Performane Evaluation and ValidationTo verify that the proposed tool behaves orretly, and to test its funtionality, we have hosen arepresentative senario where nodes are loated so that the maximum number of hops between nodesis of ve. The topology used in our evaluation is shown in Figure 4.13.Sine Castadiva is ompletely ompatible with the ns-2 le format for senarios, we used it toperform the omparison in a simple and straightforward manner. We seleted a range of both statiand dynami MANET senarios and ompared the results obtained using Castadiva against thoseobtained using ns-2. We onrmed that the ns-2 simulator is a reliable tool that provides results whihare omparable, although not idential, to those obtained with a more realisti MANET environment.50
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Figure 4.11: Using a laptop to add real video tra.4.4.1 Evaluation of Castadiva with a Stati SenarioThe senario is dened in a 1000m x 700m area, and the test time is of 100 seonds. We set the wirelessnodes' range equal to 250 meters. In terms of tra, we dene both UDP and TCP onnetions betweeneah partiipating node and node 6. For TCP onnetions, the maximum transfer size is of 100 MB.UDP ows generate 55 pakets per seond, and paket size is xed at 512 bytes.In our rst evaluation we have not seleted any routing protool. Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 showthe results obtained in this test. We an see that, as expeted, wireless nodes that are out-of-rangefrom node 6 are not able to ommuniate with it. This shows that both network topology and tradenitions of Castadiva are being enfored orretly.On both tests we observe that Castadiva has a lower throughput than ns-2. We must take intoaount that the shared wireless media is prone to both transmission errors and ontention amongstations. In the ase of ns-2, only ontention eets are simulated, whih explains the observed dis-repany.In terms of the ontrol network (wired), we observe that the use of SSH protool over Ethernet isfar from approahing saturation, and that lateny is low enough to allow adequate oordination of allnodes.We now repeat the previous experiment with routing and forwarding enabled. We pik the Optimumrouting option, so that Castadiva is responsible for alulating the best route to reah a destinationnode and modifying the routing tables of nodes to enfore the hosen topology. Figures 4.22 and 4.1751
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Figure 4.12: Random test window.show the results for this test.UDP tests show that tra from nodes AP7, AP8, and AP9 is now able to reah the destination,while node AP10 remains isolated as intended. Notie that, for the former nodes, the paket loss ratioinreases slightly with the number of hops to destination. With ns-2 we don't observe this behaviourfor the reasons referred above.Results with TCP tra show that the throughput for nodes 1 to 5 is redued ompared to theprevious experiment (Figure 4.15), whih is due to ompeting tra from AP7, AP8 and AP9. Forthese nodes throughput dereases with inreasing number of hops, as expeted. With ns-2 we observethat both AP8 and AP9 suer from starvation; one of the reasons that ould explain this behaviour isthat, with Castadiva, all nodes share a same medium and paket ollisions between out-of-range nodesdoes our sine we are using emulation. Nevertheless, we onsider that this issue deserves furthersrutiny.4.4.2 Evaluation of Castadiva with a Mobile Senario.We now dene a 1000m x 700m area senario, using simulation time of 510 seonds. We set the wirelessnodes' range to 250 meters. In terms of tra, we dene both UDP and TCP onnetions betweeneah partiipating node and node AP7. For TCP onnetions, the maximum transfer size is of 1000MB. UDP ows generate 4 pakets per seonds, and paket size is xed at 512 bytes. The tra startsat the simulation time of 10 seonds, allowing some previous node movement to take plae. In the rsttest, eah node has a maximum speed of 5 m/s.In an initial evaluation we have not seleted any routing protool. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19show a omparison between Castadiva and ns-2 node by node. The seleted senario was generatedby ns-2 and imported to Castadiva to grasp exatly the same node behaviour.The gure shows that the obtained results are quite similar, whih validates Castadiva's imple-mentation. Sine we have not seleted any routing protool, only those onnetions whih go throughdiretly onneted nodes are suessful. We also observe that Castadiva has a lower throughput thanns-2. When Castadiva is seleted, the shared wireless media is prone to both transmission errors anontentions among stations. In the ase of ns-2 only ontention eets are simulated, whih explainsthe observed disrepany.We now evaluate the impat of node speed. To do that we vary node speed in dierent tests.Maximum node speeds of 0, 5, 10, 15 and 20 m/s are tested on Castadiva and ns-2. As for theprevious test, eah senario was generated by ns-2 and imported to Castadiva to have exatly thesame node movements. Figure 4.20 and Figure 4.21 show the results obtained in this test.On both tests we observe that Castadiva has a lower throughput than ns-2. For TCP we observethat the dierene between Castadiva and ns-2 is more exaggerated that for UDP. To disover the52
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Figure 4.13: Senario used for evaluation purposes.reason of this, we study a ontrolled senario with only two nodes and do a measure of the arrivingtime of eah paket. With this experiment we obtain the mean delay to do a retransmission when anode reovers from a previous lost link. In ns-2 it is of ve seonds. However, our routers have a meandelay of almost eight seonds. This three seond dierene auses ns-2 to ahieve a higher throughput.We again repeat the previous experiment with routing and forwarding enabled. We pik the OLSRoption, so that Castadiva ativates the OLSR protool on eah node. OLSR requires onguringve parameters: HELLO_INTERVAL, REFRESH_INTERVAL, TC_INTERVAL, MID_INTERVALand also HNA_INTERVAL. These values are explained in the oial RFC [40℄. The rst one repre-sents the period of time between onseutive hello pakets sent to neighbours. The purpose of suhpakets is populating the loal link information base and the neighborhood information base. RE-FRESH_INTERVAL is a period of time where eah neighbor node must be ited at least one. TheTC_INTERVAL value represents the time at whih a TC paket is sent. This paket is sent by anode in the network to delare a set of links whih must inlude at least the links to all nodes of itsMPR Seletor set. MID_INTERVAL is the interval to send a MID paket, used by a devie to delareits multiple interfaes. HNA_INTERVAL represents the time to send an HNA paket that providesonnetivity from the OLSR MANET to non OLSR interfaes.We use the values proposed in the RFC, shown in Table 4.2.Parameter Value usedHELLO_INTERVAL 2 sREFRESH_INTERVAL 2 sTC_INTERVAL 5 sMID_INTERVAL TC_INTERVALHNA_INTERVAL TC_INTERVALTable 4.2: Default OLSR parameters.Figures 4.22 and 4.23 show omparison results obtained node-by-node, where eah node has amaximum speed of 5 m/s.Tests show that the average perentage of UDP pakets reeived is inreased when we use the53


















UDP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2.
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TCP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2.
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UDP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 using static routing.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of Castadiva with ns-2 using stati routing and UDP tra.55




















TCP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 using static routing
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UDP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 (max node speed 5m/s)
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TCP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 (max node speed 5m/s).
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UDP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 testing different nodes speed
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Figure 4.20: Average omparison of Castadiva with ns-2 without routing. Using UDP tra57






















TCP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 testing different node speeds
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UDP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 testing different nodes speed using OLSR
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TCP: Castadiva comparison with NS-2 testing different node speeds using OLSR
NS-2 with TCP
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of Castadiva with ns-2 using OLSR and TCP tra.
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Chapter 5Conlusions, Publiations and FutureWorkThis master thesis fouses on an arhiteture to deploy a mesh network in rural areas - RuralNet -, anappliation to ontrol the subsribers that onnet to this mesh network - ToTo - and a test-bed tovalidate this arhiteture - Castadiva.RuralNet is an experimental wireless arhiteture that provides Internet aess to rural subsribers,oering a wide range of teleommuniations servies and appliations. ToTo is based on aptiveportal tehnology and allows a subsriber to onnet to RuralNet merely by making use of a webbrowser. Castadiva is a test-bed that allows validating software solutions for ad ho networks suh asRuralNet, and oers the possibility to dene and test dierent senarios and tra patterns.The main onlusions drawn from the ondued work and the issues to be addressed in futurework are presented in this hapter. Setion 5.1 desribes the most relevant onlusions of the Thesis.Setion 5.2 summarizes the ontributions of this work and Setion 5.3 ontains some issues that shouldbe addressed in the future.5.1 ConlusionsIn this thesis we developed a small test-bed in our laboratory to do a preliminary evaluation of thefeasibility and performane onerning our mesh networking arhiteture, inluding testing the apa-bility of the hardware devies used and doumenting all the software pakages required to tune thesystem. After that, we deployed RuralNet in a small-sale projet over a rural area of the ComunidadValeniana in Spain. We assessed the viability of our system by providing a set of subsribers withInternet onnetivity. A performane evaluation was made fousing on the throughput ahieved andon the overhead imposed on the Linksys routers used. We found that the servie oered to lientsis the one we expeted, while the system an be gradually saled up as the number of subsribersinreases.The experiene aquired made evident that, by ombining both wireless and web tehnologies,we are able to oer a heap and eient solution to provide Internet servies to rural areas whereusers are sparsely loated. Nevertheless, further work must be done to make an in-depth study ofdeployment and management of mesh networks to nd the most appropriate strategy to sale theRuralNet infrastruture in a transparent manner.In this work we also presented Castadiva, a novel arhiteture to improve researh in the MANETseld by allowing to make real test-bed experiments in a simple and straightforward manner. This toolis optimal to test RuralNet and see the behaviour of this prototype .Castadiva ombines the onveniene and produtivity of Java with the power of the Linux kerneland aompanying tools. The system was designed to simplify the tasks of senario generation and61
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS, PUBLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORKstarting tra ows among independent, IEEE 802.11-based, wireless nodes.The arhitetural design of Castadiva dierentiates wireless nodes, used for the atual experiments,from the ore appliation, whih has management and ontrol purposes. This ore appliation providesan easy interfae to dene network topologies and tra ows between nodes. Those denitions arethen translated into run-time instrutions sent to test-bed nodes when experiments are on-going.An important issue when designing Castadiva was that of ns-2 ompatibility. We onsider it animportant goal sine we wish to ompare results obtained with both platforms. The result obtainedin both platforms strength the armation of the validity of Castadiva.Performane evaluation of Castadiva was made with a fous on oordination among nodes. Weobserved that the use of SSH protool with the support of an Ethernet allows nodes to synhronizethe start of an experiment with high auray, being all instrutions read at one; afterwards, thetest-bed relies on individual loks to synhronize instrutions throughout the remaining time of anexperiment.5.2 Publiations Related with the ThesisThe researh work related to this master thesis has resulted in some onferene papers. We nowproeed by presenting a brief desription of eah of them. We have organized the dierent publiationsbased on the hapter were the ontents have been disussed.ToTo, RuralNet and Dulenduè[71℄ J. Hortelano, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. RuralNet: a aptive portal basedsystem supporting wireless Internet in rural areas, in International IFIP Workshop on WirelessCommuniations and Information Tehnology in Developing Countries, WCIT 2006, Santiagode Chile, Chile, August 2006. IFIP.In this rst work we present RuralNet inluding its arhiteture, funtionality and a prelimi-nary evaluation of its behaviour.[72℄ J. Hortelano, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. Providing low ost wireless onne-tivity to rural ommunities, in XVII Jornadas de Paralelismo, pages 115-120, Albaete, Spain,September 2006. Universidad de Castilla La Manha.In this paper we study the behaviour of RuralNet when multiple users aess to the networkand how the system shares the bandwidth among them if there is not enough. We do severaltest with dierents users and present the validity of the entire system.[73℄ J. Hortelano, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. A wireless mesh network-based systemfor hotspot deployment and management, in The Third International Conferene on Networkingand Servies, Athens, Greee, June 2007. IEEE Computer Soiety.In this paper we extend the evaluation to a mesh network. The lateny of the entire systemand the reperussion of this for the users.[74℄ J. Hortelano, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. The RuralMaya projet: strength-ening Internet support in rural environments through wireless tehnologies, in WITFOR 2007Symposium, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia, August 2007. IFIP.This paper disusses the possibility to extend the funtionability of RuralNet to a develop-ing ountry. In partiular on the utility of this arhiteture to rural areas of Afria. We fouson the low ost of the hosen devies and the redued ost of the total deployment. Also, we62
5.3. FUTURE WORKadd to RuralNet the appliation MAYA, an appliation to ongure the aess points of a meshnetwork. MAYA was developed by another researh olleague.[75℄ J. Hortelano, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. RuralMaya: Internet de bajo ostepara zonas en desarrollo, in Simposio Internaional por el XXXV Aniversario de la Institu-ionalizaión de los Estudios Superiores en Pinar del Río, Pinar del Río, Cuba, Otober 2007.Universidad de Pinar del Río.This last paper about RuralNet disusses the possibility to deploy RuralNet in a real senario ina developing ountry like Cuba. A study of the area, with the advantages and disadvantages ofthis tehnology in a spei ountry like Cuba are analyzed.Castadiva[76℄ J. Hortelano, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. Castadiva: a test-bed arhiteture formobile ad ho networks, in Symposium on Personal Indoor and Mobile Radio Communiations(PIMRC 2007), Athens, Greee, September 2007. IEEE Communiations Soiety.In this paper we present the Castadiva tool, presenting its arhiteture and showing some testwith syntheti tra.[77℄ J. Hortelano, M. Náher, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. Performane evaluationof a mobile ad ho network test-bed arhiteture, in XVIII Jornadas de Paralelismo, pages253-261, Zaragoza, España, September 2007. CEDIThis paper ompares Castadiva with ns-2. Several test to ompare our test-bed with the mostspreaded simulator are performed, explaining the little dierenes between booth tools.[78℄ J. Hortelano, M. Náher, J. C. Cano, C. T. Calafate, and P. Manzoni. Evaluating the goodnessof MANETs performane results obtained with the ns-2 simulator, in First International Work-shop on Network Simulation Tools 2007, Nantes, Frane, Otober 2007. ACM/ ICST.In this paper we add external tra funtionality and present the utility of a tool that anuse real devies to generate simulation. For example here we use web ams to generate a demon-stration of this extra funtionality.5.3 Future WorkIn the development of this thesis several issues emerged whih deserve further srutiny in a future.The ones we onsider more relevant are the following: Add extra funtionality to RuralNet, allowing an easy mehanism to ongure all the mesh nodesof the network. For this purpose we plan to merge RuralNet with other appliation developed byus alled MAYA. MAYA is a tool designed to ongure automatially all the network parametersof eah node. RuralNet also needs to be evaluated in real environments, we plan to make a long term study ina real senario, to improve the prototype to beome a ommerial appliation. We are planned to deploy RuralNet in Mozambique, to onnet three distant rural areas: Nautxa(that already has Internet onnetion), Naala, and Matibane. To redesign Castadiva using a modular philosophy. This option will allow the addition of extrafuntionality without hanging the entire soure ode.63
CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS, PUBLICATIONS AND FUTURE WORK Generate real tra in Castadiva using real devies suh as webams and make an evaluation ofthis tra. To add others tehnologies like Wi-Max to the test-bed. Allowing the possibility to emulate amesh network with Castadiva. To implement extra nodes mobility poliies. Castadiva uses the random waypoint model toemulate nodes movement. We want to add others new strategies like Manhattan model.This work has been supported by the SpanishMinisterio de Eduaión y Cienia under Grant TIN2005-07705-C02-01 and by the Ajudes omplementàries per a projetes de I+D+I D.Gral d'Investigaió iTransferènia Tenològia, under Grant ACOMP07/237. Starting next year, Castadiva is going tobe a part of the RED projet, whih belongs to the European EUREKA/Celti programme. TheRED Projet (Reation after Detetion) will dene and design solutions in order to enhane the dete-tion/reation proess by providing means to enhane the detetion diagnosis, to allow a fast reationthrough automated and/or omputer aided ounter measures, and to support poliy based reation.The RED onsortium is formed by EADS DS SA (Frane), Thales Communiation (Frane), FraneTeleom R&D (Frane), Exaprotet Tehnology (Frane), GET ENST Bretagne (Frane), Telindus(Luxemburg), Centre Reherhe Publi Henri Tudor (Luxemburg), Soluiones Globales Internet SA(Spain), Universidad Politénia de Madrid (Spain), Universidad Politénia de Valenia (Spain) andInnovae (Spain). It has a total budget of 9.2 millions of euros and a average eort of 83 persons peryear.Castadiva will be used to test attaks to a wireless network and their ounter measures in a realnetwork. For this reason, we must add extra funtionality to simulate these attaks. Therefore,another researh line to be followed is to adapt Castadiva to allow the study of seurity in networks,adding emulation of attaks to wireless networks and their ounter-measures, omparing dierentseure protools proposals as well as proposing new proposal.
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